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ABSTRACT
The control flows of Android apps are largely driven by the protocols that govern how callback APIs are invoked in response to various events. When these callback APIs evolve along with the Android framework, the changes in their invocation protocols can induce unexpected control flows to existing Android apps, causing various compatibility issues. We refer to these issues as callback compatibility issues. While Android framework updates have received due attention, little is known about their impacts on app control flows and the callback compatibility issues thus induced. To bridge the gap, we examined Android documentations and conducted an empirical study on 100 real-world callback compatibility issues to investigate how these issues were induced by callback API evolutions. Based on our empirical findings, we propose a graph-based model to capture the control flow inconsistencies caused by API evolutions and devise a static analysis technique, Cider, to detect callback compatibility issues. Our evaluation of Cider on 20 popular open-source Android apps shows that Cider is effective. It detected 13 new callback compatibility issues in these apps, among which 12 issues were confirmed and 9 issues were fixed.
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• Software and its engineering → Software verification and validation; • Human-centered computing → Smartphones; • General and reference → Empirical studies;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Android apps are event-driven. Callback APIs, overridden and implemented in Android apps, are invoked by the underlying operating system in response to various events. The control flows of Android apps are largely driven by the callback API invocation protocols, which define how callback APIs are invoked to handle events. However, callback APIs are fast evolving along with the Android system [47]. Such evolutions can change callback API invocation protocols and cause apps to exhibit inconsistent control flows when running on different versions of Android system. These inconsistencies make it difficult for app developers to correctly maintain program dependencies among different overridden callback APIs across different API levels. As a result, various compatibility issues arose. In this paper, we refer to such issues induced by callback API evolutions as callback compatibility issues.

Several techniques have been devised to help analyze the control flows among callback APIs for Android apps. For example, FlowDroid [34] can construct dummy main methods to emulate the execution orders of lifecycle callback APIs for activity components of Android apps. Barros et al. [35] also presented a technique to detect implicit control flows in Android programs. While these techniques help recover control flows for Android apps, none of them can identify inconsistent app control flows caused by the callback API evolutions. Researchers have also studied the evolutions of Android APIs. Linares et al. [46] analyzed how change-proneness and error-proneness of Android APIs affect the ratings of Android apps. McDonnell et al. [47] analyzed the historical data of a set of Android apps to understand the relationship between API evolutions and API adoption. Wei et al. [52] conducted the first longitudinal study on the evolutions of permissions in the Android ecosystem. Wei et al. [51] investigated the fragmentation-induced compatibility issues in Android apps including those that are induced by Android API evolutions. While these pieces of work studied the evolutions of Android APIs, none of them considered the changes in callback
API invocation protocols introduced by these evolutions and the control flow inconsistencies thus induced to Android apps.

In this paper, we first study the evolutions of callback APIs to see how they can affect the invocation protocols of callback APIs. We characterize the callback compatibility issues induced by such the evolutions. To this end, we conducted an empirical study based on the API Reference in Android Developers [6], Android API Differences Reports [2], Android Open Source Project [5], and 100 callback compatibility issues from 50 open-source Android apps. Our study aims to answer the following two research questions:

- **RQ1 ( Callback API Evolutions and Invocation Protocols)** How do the evolutions of callback APIs change the API invocation protocols? Are there any frequently-evolved callback APIs?
- **RQ2 (Causes of Callback Compatibility Issues)** How do the evolutions of callback APIs induce callback compatibility issues? Are there major issue-inducing causes?

In answering RQ1, we identified two common types of callback API evolutions: API reachability change and API behavioral modification. The former type changes the reachability of callback APIs while the latter type changes the invocation conditions and behaviors of the concerned callback APIs. Both of the two types of changes in callback API evolutions can alter app control flows and induce callback compatibility issues. In answering RQ2, we observed that callback compatibility issues commonly arose if apps fail to properly handle inconsistent control flows induced by the callback API evolutions. This motivates us to propose a graph-based model to capture such inconsistent app control flows when running on different API levels for the analysis of callback compatibility issues.

Based on these observations, we propose Cider, a [Callback Compatibility Issue Detector](#) based on static analysis. It leverages our proposed graph-based model to generate callback control flow graphs capturing inconsistent control flows of callback APIs in Android apps. To evaluate the performance of Cider, we applied it to 20 real-world open-source Android projects collected from GitHub [15]. Cider successfully detected 13 previously-unknown callback compatibility issues, achieving 92.9% precision. It significantly outperformed Lint [4], a widely-used static analyzer for Android apps, by detecting more callback compatibility issues while generating much fewer false positives. We reported our detected issues to the original developers of the corresponding Android apps for their feedback. Among the 13 issues, 12 were confirmed by the developers and nine of them were fixed shortly afterwards. This shows that Cider can precisely detect callback compatibility issues of interest to the Android app developers. In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We conducted an empirical study to understand the callback API evolutions in the Android official documents and framework code, and further characterized their impact on app control flows. We also investigated the changes in callback API invocation protocols and identified major causes of callback compatibility issues. Our dataset is available at [10].
- We formulated a graph-based model to capture app control flow inconsistencies induced by callback API evolutions. Based on this model, we proposed a static analysis technique Cider to detect callback compatibility issues in Android apps.

2 BACKGROUND

**Callback APIs and callback control flow graph.** Android apps are event-driven. Callback APIs (see Figure 1 for examples) encapsulate code that should be executed to handle various system and user events. Due to the event-driven paradigm, control flows of an Android app are mainly determined by flow of triggering events. In other words, an Android app’s execution is largely driven by control flows across callback APIs.

In this paper, we leverage the concept of Callback Control Flow Graph (CCFG) to capture the control flows between callback APIs in Android apps and discuss the issues induced by the evolution of the callback APIs. CCFG was introduced by Yang et al. [54] to aid control flow analysis for Android apps. Figure 1 shows an example of a simplified CCFG. A CCFG is a directed graph that consists of two types of nodes: callback node and helper node. Callback nodes represent the invocations of callback APIs while helper nodes represent branch and join points of control flows. As shown in Figure 1, there are five callback nodes in the CCFG, each of which is labeled with the name of the corresponding callback API and the concerned library class. Node b1 and j1 are two helper nodes indicating that the subsequent callback APIs of the branch node b1 can be executed in any order until the join node j1 is reached. Edges between the nodes in a CCFG represent the transfer of control flows between the nodes (i.e., the order of execution). For example, the edge between the callback nodes onOptionsMenuSelected and onCreateOptionsMenu indicates that the onCreateOptionsMenu callback will be invoked after the onOptionsMenuSelected callback completes its execution.

**Android API evolutions and callback compatibility issues.** The Android framework is fast evolving. By 2017, there were already 27 different Android API levels [3]. Each API level introduces API...
updates for various purposes such as adding new features, bug fixing, performance optimization and code restructuring. These updates can induce compatibility issues in Android apps [51]. While non-callback APIs are implemented in the Android framework and can be directly invoked by Android apps, callback APIs are invoked by the Android system in response to occurred events. Callback APIs are often overridden and customized by developers to implement app-specific functionalities. As the Android framework evolves, the callback APIs and their invocation protocols also evolve. Since the invocation protocols of callback APIs affect app control flows, the evolutions of callback APIs and changes in their invocation protocols can have significant influence on Android apps’ runtime behavior. Various compatibility issues would arise if such changes, which might be subtle, are not timely identified and properly handled. This is particularly the case if an app contains certain code that has control/data dependencies on multiple callback APIs. This motivates us to study Android callback API evolutions and their induced compatibility issues, which are referred to as callback compatibility issues hereafter.

3 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

This section presents an example to illustrate how callback API evolutions can induce callback compatibility issues and discusses the challenges of the issue detection. The example is extracted from issue 6906 in WordPress [33], a popular website and blog builder with more than 5 million downloads. According to the issue report, WordPress would crash due to a NullPointerException (NPE for short) caused by the evolution of a lifecycle callback API in a Fragment, which is an Android user-interface component with its own lifecycle [14]. In Android apps, a Fragment’s lifecycle callback APIs need to be carefully implemented to respond to the events that would cause the Fragment to change its lifecycle stage. The crash was induced by a new lifecycle callback onAttach(Context) of Fragment, which was introduced at Android API level 23. The callback can be implemented to handle the user events that cause a Fragment to be attached to a parent component. We explain how WordPress issue 6906 arose due to the callback API evolution below.

Figure 2 gives the relevant code snippet of the crashing issue and the patch written by the developers. In line 3, the variable mActivity is initialized in the callback onAttach(Activity). The variable is later used in another callback onActivityCreated (line 18). Figure 3 shows the CCFG for the code snippet in Figure 2. The edges in Figure 3(a) indicate the control flows between the concerned Fragment callback APIs at API level 23 or higher. According to the CCFG, the following three callback APIs will be invoked sequentially: onAttach(Activity), onAttach(Activity) and onActivityCreated. However, the callback API invocation sequence differs when the API level is lower than 23, where onAttach(Activity) will be skipped and only onAttach(Activity) and onActivityCreated will be invoked as shown in Figure 3(b). This is because the callback API onAttach(Activity) was first introduced at API level 23 and thus unavailable at API levels lower than 23. When WordPress runs on a device with an API level lower than 23, onAttach(Activity) will not be invoked and the variable mActivity (its default value is null) will not be initialized. As a result, the invocation of onActivityCreated will lead to an NPE. To fix this issue, WordPress developers revised the code of onAttach(Activity) to properly initialize mActivity if the runtime API level is lower than 23 (lines 9–11).

The above issue arose due to a CCFG inconsistency induced by the evolution of the callback API onAttach(Activity) at API level 23. The inconsistency affects the def-use chain of the variable mActivity. Since inter-callback data flows are common in Android apps [38], such callback API evolutions can easily induce compatibility issues. To detect such issues, we not only need to have a deep understanding of CCFG inconsistencies caused by callback API evolutions but also need to analyze the dependencies between app callback APIs. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing studies on Android compatibility issues investigated the impact of callback API evolutions on app control/data flows and inter-callback dependencies [41, 48, 51]. To bridge the gap, we conducted an empirical study to understand the callback compatibility issues induced by callback API evolutions in Android. The study results further guided us to design a technique to automatically detect the issues.

4 EMPIRICAL STUDY METHODOLOGY

4.1 Study Setup for Answering RQ1

To answer RQ1, we conduct an empirical study to understand the evolutions of Android callback APIs and the changes in callback API invocation protocols. The empirical data come from the API
Reference in Android Developers [6], Android API Differences Reports [2], and the Android Open Source Project [5]. In order to have a comprehensive understanding of the callback API evolutions, we chose to analyze the Android framework from API level 1. We describe the process in the following.

We first need to locate a list of callback APIs from the API Reference since it does not provide a list of callback APIs. To achieve this, we study the specifications of well-known callback APIs triggered by the lifecycle events of Activity, Fragment and Service, which are the key components of Android apps. We identified the common characteristics of these API specifications and formulated our search criteria to locate callback APIs. Specifically, we collected three kinds of APIs: (1) the APIs whose name starts with “on”, (2) the APIs whose description includes keywords “callback” or “listener”, (3) the APIs whose description contain sentences with at least one word from each of the following two sets of keywords (case insensitive): {“called”, “invoked”, “notified”}, and {“when”, “before”, “after”}. We treated these APIs as callback API candidates and extracted their information from API Reference. As a result, we identified 5,589 callback API candidates out of 42,591 Android framework APIs. Then, two of the authors cross-examined these 5,589 API candidates to further filter out noises in the set of candidates and kept only callback APIs for the empirical study. Eventually, we collected 2,589 callback APIs to form our callback API list (denoted as $L_{API}$).

We further identify the evolutions of the callback APIs in $L_{API}$. However, simply analyzing the API Reference is inadequate because such a constantly-evolving document can be incomplete (e.g., they do not provide information for certain removed APIs). To obtain more complete information of Android callback APIs, we further analyzed Android API Differences Reports, which provide the full history of Android framework API updates. For each callback API update, we then studied its associated code commits in the Android Open Source Project (AOSP for short) [5]. Specifically, we studied the code changes, related comments and commit logs to understand how each update affects the callback API invocation protocol.

### 5.1 RQ1: Callback API Evolutions and Invocation Protocols

#### 5.1.1 Callback API Invocation Protocol Change

There are two major categories of changes to the callback APIs’ invocation protocols due to callback API evolutions. (1) **Reachability change**. In most cases, a callback API’s reachability is changed when it evolves, making it accessible only at specific Android API levels. For example, the `onAttach(Context)` callback API defined in the `Fragment` class was introduced at API level 23. Therefore, the callbacks that override it cannot be invoked at runtime when the API level is below 23. There are 1,762 such evolved callback APIs. The updates alter the invocation protocols of the concerned callback APIs by enabling or disabling the APIs’ invocations depending on the runtime API levels. This can significantly affect the control flow of Android apps.

#### 5.1.2 API behavioral modification

There are 37 callback APIs whose behaviors were updated. The updates did not add, remove or change the reachability of callback APIs, but led to API behavioral modification. In our dataset, we observed three common types of such evolutions: (1) API declaration changes (e.g., the callback API `onNotificationPosted`’s modifier abstract was removed in API level 21), (2) calling condition or order changes (e.g., since API level 11, if the API `invalidateOptionsMenu` declares that the options menu has changed, is called, the callback API `createOptionsMenu` will also be called by the system when the options menu needs to be displayed), and (3) the values passed to method parameters change (e.g., the second parameter of the callback API

---

**Table 1: Keywords used in RQ2.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>compatibility</th>
<th>compatible</th>
<th>compat</th>
<th>deprecated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>deprecation</td>
<td>honeycomb</td>
<td>kitkat</td>
<td>jellybean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icecream</td>
<td>lollipop</td>
<td>marshmallow</td>
<td>nougat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ginger</td>
<td>oreo</td>
<td>api</td>
<td>Build.VERSION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

5 EMPIRICAL STUDY RESULTS

5.1 **RQ1: Callback API Evolutions and Invocation Protocols**

As discussed earlier, to answer RQ1, we identified the updates for each callback API in $L_{API}$. In the resulting dataset, we observed four ways of callback API evolutions: API introduction, API deprecation, API behavioral modification and API removal. We further examined the code commits in AOSP that introduced the updates of callback APIs to study the common changes in the APIs’ invocation protocols. We present our findings in this section.

5.1.1 **Callback API Invocation Protocol Change**. There are two major categories of changes to the callback APIs’ invocation protocols due to callback API evolutions.

5.1.2 **API behavioral modification**. There are 37 callback APIs whose behaviors were updated. The updates did not add, remove or change the reachability of callback APIs, but led to API behavioral modification. In our dataset, we observed three common types of such evolutions: (1) API declaration changes (e.g., the callback API `onNotificationPosted`’s modifier abstract was removed in API level 21), (2) calling condition or order changes (e.g., since API level 11, if the API `invalidateOptionsMenu` declares that the options menu has changed, is called, the callback API `createOptionsMenu` will also be called by the system when the options menu needs to be displayed), and (3) the values passed to method parameters change (e.g., the second parameter of the callback API
We investigated the 100 callback compatibility issues collected from open-source projects on GitHub (Section 4.2). We found that all of these issues were induced by callback API evolutions. In RQ2, we study how the callback API evolutions observed in RQ1 can change app CCFGs and induce callback compatibility issues. We will further discuss these callback compatibility issues in Section 5.2.

5.2 RQ2: Causes of Callback Compatibility Issues

In RQ2, we study how the callback API evolutions observed in RQ1 can change app CCFGs and induce callback compatibility issues. We investigated the 100 callback compatibility issues collected from open-source projects on GitHub (Section 4.2). We found that all of these issues were induced by callback API evolutions.

5.2.1 CCFG structural inconsistency. A vast majority of the issues (89 out of 100) arose from the CCFG structural inconsistencies across API levels. CCFG structural inconsistencies occur when the set of nodes or edges of an app’s CCFG changes across different API levels. From the 89 issues, we found that the callback compatibility issues arising from node inconsistencies and those arising from edge inconsistencies differ in nature. In addition, the issues arising from node inconsistencies are most common.

CCFG node inconsistency. There are 82 issues induced by CCFG nodes that exist in some API levels but disappear in other API levels. This is commonly caused by API reachability changes (Section 5.1.1). The introduction of a callback API at an API level adds a new node to concerned CCFGs, while the removal of an API deletes a node from the CCFGs. In both cases, the node can only be found in the CCFGs for certain API levels. This would lead to inconsistent app behaviors across different API levels, causing callback compatibility issues.

With further examination, we found that the absence of a CCFG node can (1) destruct variable def-use chains or (2) eliminate the invocations of key APIs that can cause user-perceivable app behaviors. Our motivating example in Section 3 gives an instance of such inconsistencies. In the example, the onAttach(Context) node is absent from the app’s CCFG for API levels lower than 23. The absence of the node destructs the def-use chain of the variable mActivity, causing the app to crash. The commit 2681e87 in Bitmask [7] filed another issue induced by invoking a key API in a callback node that is absent in CCFGs for specific API levels. Figure 4 shows the inconsistent CCFGs. As the figure shows, the API display is invoked in the callback API onVieStateRestored to display information on the screen. Since this callback API is not available until API level 17, the API display will not be called when Bitmask runs on devices with an API level lower than 17. As a result, the information cannot be properly displayed. The root cause of this issue is that some APIs that can cause perceivable changes at runtime (e.g., display) are not invoked because of CCFG node absence. This motivates us to maintain a list of such APIs to support the automated detection of callback compatibility issues via static analysis (Section 6.2).

CCFG edge inconsistency. The remaining 7 of the 89 issues were induced by CCFG structural inconsistencies that occurred when the set of CCFG edges varied across different API levels while the set of CCFG nodes remained the same. Such edge inconsistencies can also destruct variable def-use chains and cause callback compatibility issues by scrambling the execution order of callback APIs. For example, the commit 467d6e8 of KeePassDroid [16] documented an issue caused by CCFG edge inconsistency. Figure 5 shows the concerned CCFGs. Before API level 11, the Android system will only trigger the callback API onCreateOptionsMenu each
time when the users open the options menu and before that the on-
Create callback of the menu’s enclosing UI component must have
been invoked. However, at API level 11, a new API invalidateOp-
tionsMenu was introduced for developers to force the invocation
of onCreateOptionsMenu. This makes it possible to invoke onCre-
ateOptionsMenu before onCreate. In this case, the use statement of
mEntry in oncreateOptionsMenu can be executed before the
def statement of mEntry in onCreate, causing the app to crash.

5.2.2 CCFG non-structural inconsistency. The remaining 11 of the
100 issues were caused by CCFG non-structural inconsistency. In
these cases, the sets of nodes and edges in CCFGs stayed the same
but the behaviors of the callback APIs were inconsistent across
different API levels. The non-structural inconsistencies were
induced by the behavioral modifications of callback APIs such as API
modifier changes (from abstract to non-abstract), API triggering
condition changes and so on. For instance, developers of Omni-
Notes encountered an issue of this type (issue 248 [21]). The issue
was induced by a change in the modifier of the callback API on-
NotificationPosted. At API level 21, the API is changed from
abstract to non-abstract. When the API is overridden, the subclass
version invokes the superclass version. This works well on devices
with an API level 21 or above (because the superclass version of the
API is a concrete method). However, when the app runs on devices
with an API level lower than 21, it would crash since the superclass
version of the API is an abstract method that cannot be invoked.

To summarize, callback API evolutions can induce various CCFG
inconsistencies. Such inconsistencies can affect app runtime behav-
iors and cause callback compatibility issues. Among our studied
issues, a majority of them were caused by structural inconsistencies
of CCFGs. As discussed in Section 5.2.1, CCFG structural incon-
sistencies often destruct variable def-use chains or eliminate the
invocations of key APIs that can cause user-perceivable app behav-
iors. It should be noted that the occurrence of these callback
compatibility issues heavily depends on how developers override
and implement the callback APIs (we observed that definitions and
usages of variables and API invocations commonly occur in the
method body of the overridden callback APIs in Android programs).
This motivates us to combine CCFG inconsistencies and the analysis
of the callback code to automatically detect callback compatibility
issues for Android apps (Section 6).

Answer to RQ2: Callback compatibility issues are commonly
induced by two types of app CCFG inconsistencies arising from
callback API evolutions. Among them, CCFG structural incon-
sistencies, which can affect app control flows, caused the
majority of our studied issues.

6 AUTOMATED DETECTION OF CALLBACK
COMPATIBILITY ISSUES

In Section 5.2, we made a key observation that callback compatib-
ility issues are commonly induced by CCFG structural inconsistencies
at different API levels. The structural inconsistencies can destruct
variable def-use chains or eliminate the invocations of key APIs
that can cause user-perceivable changes (e.g., UI display APIs). This
motivates us to construct an app’s CCFG at each API level to de-
tect potential callback compatibility issues. However, analyzing the
control flow inconsistencies induced by callback API evolutions is
challenging because precisely constructing an app’s CCFG at an API
level is non-trivial as an app component can implement many call-
backs and the timing of their invocations can be non-deterministic.

To address this challenge, we first propose a graph-based model,
Callback Invocation Protocol Inconsistency Graph (PI-Graph), to
capture the structural invocation protocol inconsistencies occur-
ring in an app across API levels (Section 6.1). Then we propose a
technique Cider, which leverages the PI-Graph model, to detect
callback compatibility issues caused by CCFG structural inconsis-
tencies (Section 6.2). For issues induced by CCFG non-structural
inconsistencies, which are much less common, we leave them to
our future work.

6.1 The PI-Graph Model

A PI-Graph is a directed graph that models the inconsistencies in
the callback API invocation protocols across multiple API levels.
A PI-Graph is created based on different versions of the Android
software platform. There are two categories of nodes in a PI-Graph:
(1) callback node $N_c$ denoting a callback API, and (2) two types of
helper nodes $N_{pre}$ and $N_{suc}$ denoting the preceding and succeeding
point of PI-Graph, respectively. An edge $E = (n_s, n_e, APILevel)$
indicates the execution order of two callback nodes $n_s$ and $n_e$:
will be executed after $n_s$ if the runtime API level is within the
interval $APILevel$, where $APILevel$ is in the form $[a, b]$, in which $a$
and $b$ specify the lowest and highest API level, respectively. A PI-
Graph only contains the nodes for those callback APIs that reside
in the same class as the evolved callback API.

Figure 6(a) shows an PI-Graph example. In this example, the
PI-Graph captures the CCFG structural inconsistencies induced by
the evolution of the callback API onAttach invoked by WordPress
across multiple API levels as discussed earlier in Section 3. Besides
the preceding node $N_{pre}$ and the succeeding node $N_{suc}$, there
are two callback nodes representing two corresponding callback APIs.
Four edges in the graph indicate the different execution orders of
the callback APIs for different API level intervals. For example, Edge
in the figure indicates that onAttach(Activity) can be exec-
cuted after the execution of onAttach(Context) when API level is
within $[23, 27]$. Based on the PI-Graph model, we can generate sim-
plified CCFGs for Android apps by traversing the PI-Graph along
edges that are labelled with different API level intervals. The gen-
erated CCFGs can then facilitate control flow analysis for Android
apps with regard to different API levels. In the next section, we
will discuss how PI-Graph can be used to generate app CCFGs and
detect callback compatibility issues.

To demonstrate the usefulness of the PI-Graph model, we man-
ually derived seven PI-Graphs by analyzing API Reference and the
framework source code. These seven PI-Graphs concern different
callback APIs in the classes Activity, Fragment, and WebView-
Client. According to our empirical study, the evolutions of these
callback APIs commonly caused callback compatibility issues on
recent Android versions.
Algorithm 1: Callback Compatibility Issue Detection.

Input: An Android apk file \( \text{apk} \); a list of PI-Graphs \( \Pi \); a list of key APIs \( \Lambda \).

Output: Detected compatibility issues

\[
\text{apk.apiLevels} \leftarrow \text{GetAPILevels}(\text{apk.config})
\]

foreach \( \pi \) in \( \Pi \) do

\[
\text{apk.classList} \leftarrow \text{GetClassesFromPIGraph}(\pi, \text{apiList})
\]

foreach \( c \) in \( \text{apk.classList} \) do

\[
\Gamma \leftarrow \text{GenCCFGFromPIGraph}(\pi, c, \text{apk.apiLevels})
\]

foreach \( \text{ccfg} \) in \( \Gamma \) do

if \( \text{CHECKUseWithoutDef}(\text{ccfg}) \) then

report a callback compatibility issue.

if \( \text{CHECKMissingKeyAPIs}(\Gamma, \Lambda) \) then

report a callback compatibility issue.

6.2 The CIDER Approach

CIDER leverages PI-Graphs to detect callback compatibility issues in Android apps by constructing simplified app CCFGs for different API levels. The CCFGs integrate app code into predefined PI-Graphs. CIDER then performs static analysis on the CCFGs to detect callback compatibility issues.

Algorithm 1 describes the running process of CIDER. It takes an Android app (in apk format), a list of predefined PI-Graphs (denoted as \( \Pi \)), and a list of key APIs (denoted as \( \Lambda \)) as input. CIDER first checks the configuration file of the app under analysis to obtain its supported API levels \( \text{GetAPILevels} \) (line 1). For each PI-Graph \( \pi \) in \( \Pi \), CIDER first identifies all app classes that extend the class that defines the callback APIs in \( \pi \) by invoking GetClassesFromPIGraph (line 3). For each class \( c \) going to be checked, CIDER generates a set of simplified app CCFGs (denoted as \( \Gamma \)) for different API level intervals based on \( \pi \) (GenCCFGFromPIGraph in line 5) and performs static analysis to detect use-without-def (line 7) and missing-key-APIs (line 9) issues as discussed earlier (Section 5.2.1). If any callback compatibility issue is detected, CIDER reports its issue location and issue type (lines 8 and 10).

Generating CCFGs from PI-Graph. To approximate the app control flows in different API levels and support callback compatibility issue detection, CIDER generates app CCFGs based on PI-Graphs. Figure 6(a) shows the PI-Graph capturing the evolutions of the callback APIs that induced the WordPress issue in Figure 2. Given an app and a PI-Graph, CIDER identifies all different API level intervals associated with the edges (e.g., \([1, 22]\) and \([23, 27]\) in Figure 6(a)). It also identifies the supported API levels of the given app by checking the attributes android:minSdkVersion and android:maxSdkVersion in the app’s configuration file (i.e., AndroidManifest.xml). CIDER then generates a CCFG for each supported API level interval \( \text{range} \) by traversing the PI-Graph along all edges whose associated API level interval is \( \text{within range} \) and adding the callback nodes associated with the edges. If a callback API is implemented in the app under analysis, the code in the method body will be added to the callback API’s CCFG node. Figure 6(b) shows the CCFG for API level interval \([23, 27]\), which is generated with the PI-Graph in Figure 6(c) and the code snippet in Figure 6(b). Two callback API nodes are included in the CCFG as they can be reached along the edges whose associated API level is within \([23, 27]\). Since the API onAttach(Context) is implemented, its corresponding CCFG node contains the code in the method body.

So far, the generated CCFG only includes the callback APIs that are in PI-Graph models. Note that the control flow inconsistencies caused by callback API evolutions may propagate to other callback APIs that are not modeled by PI-Graphs. To analyze the dependencies between the callback APIs in PI-Graph models and other implemented callback APIs in an app, CIDER further recovers the execution orders between the callback APIs in the generated CCFGs and other callback APIs. Specifically, we maintain a set of callback nodes for each edge in the CCFG. A node will be added to this set if its represented callback API can be executed between the callback APIs represented by the start and end nodes of the CCFG edge. For simplicity, we assume that the start and end nodes are both callback nodes. The cases where the start or end node is a helper node can be handled in a similar way. For the purpose of adding such callback nodes, we studied the specifications of all callback APIs defined in the classes that we extracted PI-Graphs from. For example, we extracted a rule from the API Reference that onActivityCreated should be executed after onAttach(Activity). CIDER will then create a callback node for onActivityCreated and add it into the callback node set of the edge connecting onAttach(Activity) and \( N_{\text{start}} \) as shown in Figure 6(c). One should note that the control flows between the callback APIs that are not in the PI-Graph models would stay unchanged at different API levels and thus may not induce callback compatibility issues. For this reason, we do not maintain orders between the set of callback nodes associated with CCFG edges. For those callback APIs of which the execution order cannot be inferred from the API specifications, CIDER inserts them into all possible callback node sets in CCFGs.
Identifying callback compatibility issues. After generating CCFGs for different API level intervals, Cider conducts control flow analysis to detect callback compatibility issues. It detects two common types of issues by analyzing each generated CCFG:

1. **Use-without-def**. Cider checks each CCFG and detects any variables that are used before being defined. Specifically, Cider identifies the set of def and use statements for all callback nodes in each CCFG including those nodes in the callback node set of each edge. For each statement that uses a variable, Cider checks whether the variable has been defined in any callback nodes that are (1) in the corresponding PI-GRAPH model and (2) executed before the use statement. If a variable is used without being defined, Cider reports a warning of `use-without-def`.

2. **Missing-key-APIs**. Cider compares the invocations of each API in the list of CCFGs generated for different API levels. As discussed in Section 5.2 (the Bitmask issue), invoking such APIs will cause perceivable app behaviors such as popping up a notification. As a result, missing invocations of such APIs in certain API levels can induce inconsistent app behaviors that can be observed by users. Cider will report a warning of `missing-key-APIs` if the invocations of key APIs, which are manually identified from our empirical study dataset, are inconsistent among CCFGs for different API levels.

According to our empirical study, the above two types of callback compatibility issues commonly occur in real-world Android apps. Therefore, we implemented two checkers for detecting these issues in the current version of Cider. Our evaluation results show that the two checkers can already help detect a large number of real callback compatibility issues. In future, Cider can be further extended with other checkers to detect more types of callback compatibility issues.

7 EVALUATION

We implemented Cider on top of Soot [44], a static analysis framework for Android apps and Java programs. Our current implementation of Cider encodes seven different PI-GRAPHS concerning 24 key APIs [10], which are extracted from our empirical study dataset. In this section, we evaluate Cider with open-source Android apps. We aim to answer the following two research questions:

- **RQ3 (Effectiveness):** Can Cider effectively and precisely detect callback compatibility issues in real-world Android apps?
- **RQ4 (Usefulness):** Can Cider provide useful information for Android app developers to facilitate the diagnosis and fixing callback compatibility issues?

7.1 Experimental Setup

To answer the above research questions, we collected 20 open-source Android apps from GitHub that satisfy the following three constraints: (1) contain at least one commit after October 2017 (i.e., actively-maintained), (2) do not overlap with any projects selected for our empirical study, and (3) use at least one of the callback APIs in the seven PI-GRAPHS encoded in Cider. We used the latest version of these 20 Android apps as our evaluation subjects to examine if Cider can detect new callback compatibility issues in them. Table 2 gives the basic information of the 20 subjects, including: (1) the project name, (2) the app’s category information provided by Google Play store (if applicable), (3) the revision used in our experiment, (4) the number of stars on GitHub, (5) the number of downloads on Google Play store (if applicable), and (6) the number of lines of code. As shown in the table, the subjects are diversified, covering 10 different app categories. They are also non-trivial, containing thousands to hundreds of thousands of lines of code.

In the experiments, we configured Cider to report the location and type (use-without-def or missing-key-APIs) of each detected issue. To evaluate the effectiveness of Cider, we compared it with a baseline tool, Lint[4]. Lint is a static analyzer that scans the source files of Android apps to find common bugs, including callback compatibility issues. Since Lint is integrated in Android Studio, it has been widely-used by Android app developers to improve the software quality of their products. For comparison, we ran Lint on the same experimental subjects to detect potential callback compatibility issues. We manually checked the issues reported by Cider and Lint to categorize them into true positives (TP) and false positives (FP). For fairness, we excluded those issues that are reported by Lint but are not related to any callback APIs in our extracted PI-GRAPHS. When categorizing each issue, we carefully examined the relevant source code. We would only categorize an issue as a true positive if it can cause the corresponding app to behave inconsistently at different API levels. To further evaluate the usefulness of Cider, we reported the true issues detected by Cider to the original app developers for confirmation and feedback. All experiments were conducted on an iMac with an Intel Core i5 CPU @3.4GHz and 16GB RAM.

7.2 Results of RQ3: Effectiveness of Cider

As shown in Table 2, Cider detected 14 issues in nine subjects, among which 13 are true positives (i.e., the precision is 92.9%). This shows that Cider can precisely detect callback compatibility issues in Android apps. Cider reported one false positive in Kolab Notes. We investigated this false positive to understand the limitation of Cider. As discussed in Section 6, the CCFGs generated by Cider do not capture the execution orders between callback APIs that are not in PI-GRAPHS (such orders would stay unchanged at different API levels). This can cause imprecision in control flow analysis. For instance, when analyzing Kolab Notes [17], Cider reported a use-without-def issue because a variable defined in an evolved callback API was later used in a callback that handles a click event. The evolved API cannot be executed at some API levels and thus Cider determines that the variable can be used without a definition and reported the issue. However, after manually reviewing this issue, we found that the app developers have already fixed this problem by including a definition of the variable in another callback API (not in the PI-GRAPHS), which can be called after the execution of the evolved API and before the execution of the click event handling callback. In our 20 evaluation subjects, Cider reported only this false positive, suggesting that such imprecision in control flow analysis may not affect Cider’s effectiveness in practice.

Table 2 also presents the results of Lint. Lint detected two real callback compatibility issues but reported 19 false positives. The two true issues reported by Lint were also reported by Cider. We investigated the 19 false positives and found that Lint simply reports the usage of deprecated callback APIs without analyzing whether such usage would really affect an app’s runtime behavior. For example, in the app Calendula [8], Lint generated a warning suggesting
that the use of callback API `onReceivedError` is not recommended as the API has been deprecated since API level 23. However, the use of this API does not affect the app’s control flow at API levels higher than 23, while it is still necessary to use the API to support the app to run on lower API levels. In contrast, Cider analyzes the control flow inconsistencies induced by the callback API evolutions. It is capable of precisely identifying the impact of an evolve callback API on an app’s control flow.

Answer to RQ3: Cider can precisely detect callback compatibility issues in Android apps. With control flow analysis based on PI-Graph, Cider can outperform Lint and effectively reduce the number of false positives.

### 7.3 Results of RQ4: Usefulness of Cider

To evaluate the usefulness of Cider, we reported the 13 true issues it detected to the app developers for their feedback. For each issue, we reported: (1) the issue location, (2) the root cause, and (3) potential patches for fixing the issue. To avoid overwhelming the app developers, for each concerned Android app, we submitted only one bug report including all true issues Cider detected in the app. So far, we have received developers’ replies for nine bug reports.

Eight of the nine (88.9%) bug reports (concerning 12 detected issues) have been confirmed by the app developers, among which nine issues mentioned in six bug reports have already been fixed. For example, for the app OsmAnd [24], we reported an issue (#4868) that a toast notification for displaying network errors will not be shown on devices with an API level lower than 23 because the functionality is implemented in a callback API that was not introduced until the API level 23. With the detailed information provided by us, OsmAnd developers quickly realized the root cause of the issue and fixed the issue by following our suggestions. This shows that the callback compatibility issues detected by Cider are useful for improving the software quality of Android apps. It also indicates that the knowledge learned from the 50 apps in our empirical study can be generalized to other Android apps.

The only bug report that was not confirmed by the app developers is Ring issue 1831 [27]. In this bug report, we reported an issue where a callback API cannot be invoked at API levels lower than 23. The callback API invokes another API that would change the title of an action bar widget. As a result, when the app runs on devices with an API level lower than 23, the title of the action bar widget will not be set properly. We considered this issue as a true positive. However, the app developers of Ring said that the issue we reported resides in some legacy code and the action bar widget is no longer displayed. In other words, even if the key API is not invoked in certain cases, it would not cause any perceivable consequences. This indicates that the determination of whether the missing invocation of a key API would really induce inconsistent app behaviors can depend on app-specific runtime contexts. It is a challenge for static analysis to derive such runtime contexts and determine perceivable impacts of invoking certain APIs. In future, we plan to explore the possibility of approximating such runtime contexts so that Cider can better model app behavioral inconsistencies induced by the callback API evolutions. This will further improve the performance of Cider.

Answer to RQ4: Callback compatibility issues reported by Cider are useful to Android developers. The knowledge learned from the 50 apps in our empirical study can be generalized to help improve the software quality of other Android apps.
8 DISCUSSIONS

Incompleteness of the key API list. CIDER takes a list of key APIs whose execution can cause user-perceivable outcomes as input to detect callback compatibility issues induced by the missing invocations of these APIs. In this paper, we manually built a list containing 24 APIs based on our empirical study dataset. The list is by no means complete. This may cause CIDER to miss real callback compatibility issues, leading to false negatives. In future, we plan to explore ways to automatically learn more key APIs from various sources such as API documentation to address this problem.

Timeliness of the empirical dataset. Since Android is evolving quickly, its framework code and official documents are updated constantly. Due to such evolutions, our empirical study dataset may become outdated someday. However, our main findings such as the control flow inconsistencies induced by the callback API evolutions may not easily get outdated.

Errors in manual inspection. Our study involved much manual work. For example, we manually identified callback APIs by analyzing API Reference. Such manual processes are subject to errors. This poses a threat to the validity of our findings. To mitigate the threat, two of the authors independently performed all manual inspections and cross-validated their results. We also release our dataset for public access [10].

9 RELATED WORK

9.1 Android Compatibility Issues

There are many existing studies on the evolution and fragmentation of the Android ecosystem as well as the resulting compatibility issues. Mutchler et al. [48] analyzed one million free Android apps and observed that compatibility issues induced by Android fragmentation are of serious concern to the entire app development community. McDonnell et al. [47] studied Android API evolution and its impact on API usage. Bavota et al. [36] explored how the fault-proneness and change-proneness of Android APIs can affect app ratings. Hora et al. [42] studied the developers’ responses to the Android API evolutions. Fan et al. [39] investigated Android framework crashes and disclosed that one major cause for the crashes is API evolutions. Li et al. [45] studied deprecated Android APIs and the developers’ reactions. Hu et al. [43] studied the compatibility issues in Android WebView. However, none of the existing studies analyzed how Android evolutions can change callback APIs’ invocation protocols and affect app control flows. In this paper, we systematically analyzed the changes in callback API invocation protocols and how such changes can cause compatibility issues.

Another work by Wei et al. [51] proposed a tool FicFinder to detect fragmentation-induced compatibility issues, which include compatibility issues induced by Android API evolutions (the focus of this paper). FicFinder can detect issues that are caused by invocations of certain issue-inducing APIs. It leverages backward slicing for issue detection but does not precisely analyze app control flows. In comparison, CIDER models inconsistent app control flows at different API levels and detects callback compatibility issues induced by such control flow inconsistencies. These issues cannot be detected by FicFinder.

9.2 Android Control Flow Analysis

Our technique analyzes the control flows of Android apps. There are several relevant techniques. For example, Blackshear et al. [37] proposed a technique that abstracts app control flows by discarding irrelevant flows while retaining the execution orders of event handlers that are useful for control flow analysis. Yang et al. [54] proposed the concept of callback control flow graph (CCFG), which is also used in our work. They also proposed a technique to generate CCFGs for Android activity components by analyzing the invocation contexts of callback methods. Arzt et al. [34] designed FlowDroid, which performs control flow analysis of Android apps by synthesizing dummy main methods to model the executions of callback methods. Sun et al. [50] proposed a technique to detect code reuse by measuring the similarities of app control flow graphs. Wu et al. [53] designed a technique to detect unauthorized operations in Android apps by leveraging control flow analysis. Gordon et al. [40] proposed a static analysis tool DroidSafe that combines app runtime execution models and precise control flow analysis to detect the leakage of sensitive data in Android apps. Safi et al. [49] proposed Deva, a static analysis technique to detect anomalies induced by nondeterministic timing for triggering events. While all these techniques leveraged app control flow analysis, none of them considered the inconsistencies of app control flows at different API levels. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first that focuses on studying how to model app control flow inconsistencies at different API levels and leverage the model to automatically detect callback compatibility issues.

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we conducted an empirical study to understand Android callback API evolutions. We found that the evolutions of Android callback APIs can cause significant changes in the APIs’ invocation protocols. Such changes can affect app control flows and induce various compatibility issues. Based on the findings, we proposed a graph-based model, PI-Graph, to capture the changes of Android callback API invocation protocols. We further designed a static analysis technique CIDER that leverages the PI-Graph models to automatically detect two common types of callback compatibility issues. We implemented CIDER and evaluated its performance using 20 open-source Android apps. The results show that CIDER can precisely detect real and previously-unknown callback compatibility issues. In future, we plan to extend CIDER to support the detection of more types of callback compatibility issues. We also plan to enhance CIDER’s performance by better approximating the impact of its detected control flow inconsistencies on app runtime behaviors.
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